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We report on the successful application of the Buehberger algorithm system to determine 
Grfbner bases for the problem of constructing universal unfoldings in singularity and 
bifurcation theory. Useful extensions are proposed and their relevance to the mapping 
problem is discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Bifurcation theory deals with the change of number and stability of solutions of a 
(differential) equation as a parameter varies. 
DEFINITION 1. We call 
g(x, z) = o 
g : I~" x ~ ~ I~" 
(1) 
g(O, o) = o 
dxg(O, O) = 0 
a bifurcation problem, where x ~ ~" denotes tate variables and 2e ~ is the bifurcation 
parameter. 
Often such an algebraic bifurcation problem is constructed via a reduction process (the 
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction (Golubitsky & Schaeffer, 1985) from the physical problem 
manifested as a partial differential equation. This implies that one regards certain effects 
as physically unimportant ("small") and that one truncates a Taylor expansion, 
neglecting higher order terms. Therefore, acrucial problem in bifurcation theory concerns 
the perturbations of an equation g(x, 2) = 0, i.e. 
a(x, O + p(x, ~) = 0 
with p(x, 2) "small". 
An important result of singularity theory (Golubitsky & Schaeffer, 1985) is that for 
certain g(x, ,~) only a finite (small) number of qualitatively different perturbations exist 
which lead to topologically different solutions x(2). 
Two bifurcation problems f and g are equivalent (f,,~ g) if they differ only by a local 
change of coordinates. We restrict ourselves in the following to contact equivalence, but 
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everything can also be done for other equivalences (e.g. right equivalence for catastrophe 
theory). Then we have 
DEFINITION 2. Given a family of invertible matrices z~.a on ~" and a diffeomorphism on 
R"x R of the form (x, 2)~(p(x, 2), A(2)), such that 
f(x, 4) = z~,x' g(p(x, 2), A(2)), (2) 
then we call fcontact equivalent to g. 
Denoting by e,,+ ~ the ring of germs of real valued C~°(R ' x 1~ --+ 1~) functions and by e.',', + 1 
the space of n tuples as a module over ~,,+ ~, we consider the tangent space Tg to the orbit 
Og of g in ~,','+ ~under the above coordinate transformations. This tangent space consists 
of all mappings h such that g+/~h is contact equivalent to 9 to first order in #. It can be 
shown (Golubitsky & Schaeffer, 1985) that Tg can be defined algebraically as the sum of 
a submodule 7'g and a set ezgz: 
DEFINITION 3, 
Tg = Tg+~xg~ 
where (g> = (gl . . .  g,,) is the ideal in e.,,+ 1generated by the n components of g and (g)" 
the associated submodule in ell+ 1. The term e,,+ ~{Og/Ox} is a submodule generated by the 
partial derivatives aO/OX~ . . .  Og/Ox,, over the ring ~,,+ ~. 
All perturbations of g which cannot be transformed away through local coordinate 
transformations must lie in the complement of Og in d,',+ ~. Parametrising a vector space 
basis for e',+l/T9 by a~ . . .  a~, we have the following 
THEOREM. All possible perturbations which move g away J~om its orbit Og and thus change 
the solutions to the bifurcation problem qualitatively, are given by the universal unfolding 
h(x, 2, a a . . .  ai) = O, 
where h(x, 4, O) = g(x, 2), and T 9 and 
Oh ~=o --0h ~=o 
Ooq . . . . .  Oai 
together span et",+ 1. The dimension i of e~',+ 1/TG is called the codimension of g. 
2. Codimension and Gr6bner Bases 
Setting n = 1 the submodules in Definition 3 become ideals and the universal unfolding 
of g(x, 2)---0 is essentially given by the vector space basis for e.2/Tg--the residue class 
ring modulo the ideal Tg. To find such a basis is listed as problem 6.8 in Buchberger 
(1985) and can be achieved by finding the Gr6bner basis GB(g). Gr6bner bases, together 
with an algorithm for computing them, have been introduced by Buchberger (1965, 1970). 
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The desired vector space basis is then given by 
B: {ulu is a power product that is not a 
multiple of the leading power product of 
any of the polynomials in GB(g).} (4) 
However, since for everyfe~: with f (0 )~ 0 there exists an inverse f -1 in 82, 62 is a local 
ring and therefore we can reduce the Gr6bner basis further: Whenever a generator gl in 
GB(g) can be factorised such that gl = 9'1' h with h(0) ¢ 0, we replace 91 by 9'1 and reduce 
GB with respect to 9'1 to GB' until no further factorisation in the above manner is 
possible. GB' then consists of those generators gmi which are polynomials in x and ;t with 
{.qp*... gp~} the set of leading power products of these polynomials. To account for the 
set ~zgz we split the tangent space TG into an ideal F generated by monomials and a 
vector space V over the reals generated by polynomials. If M gp* (the maximal ideal 
generated by ,qp*, i.e. (x.qp~', ,~ Opt')) for all l e~. . . j}  reduces to zero with respect o 
GB', then we can characterise the tangent space Tg as 
Tg = F+V = e.2,qml+... ~2gmt+Mgp*+...Mgp~+R{gpl.. .  gpj}  (5) 
If there exists a monomial, say, x gp* which does not reduce to zero we have to consider 
M 2 gp* If this reduces to zero, then we replace M gp* by M 2 gp~ + e,22 gp~ and put x gPk 
into V, if not we proceed to M 3 gp~ and so on. For any g with finite codimension, i.e. 
dim ~;2/T~,! =-dim B (see definition 4) finite, this procedure terminates. To determine the 
codimension of g now involves only counting monomials and simple linear algebra since 
cod ,q = dim 82/F  - dim{ V + azg~/F }. (6) 
An ad hoc extension to deal with modules in the Buchberger Algorithm System (BAS) 
(Gebauer & Kredel, 1984) was performed by us as described earlier (Armbruster, 1985; 
Kredel, 1985). It uses the fact that the BAS can construct Gr6bner bases for polynomials 
over a coefficient domain of rational functions. Hence, to determine a Gr6bner basis for, 
e.g. a four-dimensional module in 3 variables (u, v, 2), we take the basis vectors 
K1, K2, K3, K,, of the module as independent polynomial variables with rational 
coefficient functions in (u, v, 2). 
3. Application 
The bifurcation equations for reaction-diffusion equations on the real interval with 
Neumann boundary conditions are determined by a real representation of the O(2) 
symmetry group. Therefore, for degenerate bifuraction equations g(~, t/, 2) involving the 
coupling of two modes ~ cos (nx), ~ cos (rex), the tangent space Tg is isomorphic to a 
four-dimensional module over the ring of real valued C°°(E2x ~-~R) functions with 
coordinates (u -~ 42, v --- ~72, 2), generated by 12 generators. 
Here, "hand" calculations trying to determine unfolding space and codimension 
succeed only under very lucky circumstances (i.e. a simple bifurcation equation and a lot 
of effort), whereas the extended BAS yielded them in most cases very quickly. To show 
the complexity of the problem we list generators and Gr6bner-basis for the simple 
bifurcation problem 
~(~/+~2) = 0 (7) 
~2+q(r/2+2) = 0. 
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:F9 is generated by 
1K1 +2K2 + 22K4, 
(2+ 30)K 2 +uK4,  
1K 1 +22K4, 
(2 + v)K 1 + uK4, 
22K1 + T)K 4, 
uK1 + (v2 + v2)K4, 
1K1 +(2+3v)Ks 
22K~ + 2uK s + vK4 
1K z + (2 + v)K a 
22K2 + uK s 
vK2 + u22K3 
(v~. + v2)K2 + uZK 3. 
(8) 
The Gr6bner basis in inverse lexicographieal ordering is given in 8 sec on an IBM 3081 
by: 
(v 4 -  v)K,~, (v2 + v2)K~, uK4, (23+ v3)K4, 
22Ka + )~2K 4, 2vK3 - 22K4, uK3, 1K2, 1K 1 + ~'2K4. (9) 
Note that the first generator of the Gr6bner basis can be reduced to vK4 with respect o 
~ such that dim e4/'Fg is 4 and a vectorspace basis is given by 
1K4,2K4,22K4 and 1K3. 
Using this extended BAS we were able to determine the unfolding space for the 
degenerate bifurcation problems for Neumann boundary conditions up to and including 
codimension two (Armbruster & Dangelmayr, 1985; Dangelmayr & Armbruster, 1985). 
However, for some of these bifurcation problems the Gr6bner basis proved to be rather 
awkward due to the fact that the BAS does not take account of the additional reduction 
for local rings. In one instance, the system needed 16 minutes on an IBM 3081 to 
determine a Gr6bner basis which contained a polynomial in u from 1st up to 13th order 
which can, in e~i+~, simply be reduced to u. This leads to the following suggested 
improvements: 
1. Mora (1982) has given an algorithm that follows the pattern of Buchberger's 
algorithm to determine the standard basis for tangent cones which works for local 
polynomial rings. This has been experimentally implemented for ideals by us, but to date 
no version for modules is available. 
2. Bifurcation equations often contain so-called modular parameters which cannot be 
scaled to 1. So we need an extension to deal with modules over the localised ring of 
polynomials K[x~. . .  x,]tx~.., x,) with coefficient domain of real valued functions; i.e. one 
level deeper than in the existing BAS. 
3. So far the only working algorithm to determine a Gr6bner basis is the BAS written 
in SAC2. However, we need such an algorithm embedded in general purpose systems fike 
Reduce (the BAS is announced for Reduce 3.2), MACSYMA, SMP, etc. to do 
further analytical calculations with the resulting Gr6bner basis. This will be exemplified 
with 
4. The mapping problem (Millington & Wright, 1985): By evaluating certain Taylor 
coefficients we can easily tell whether 9 ~ h. However, it is not clear so far (neither 
numerically nor analytically) how to find the actual diffeomorphism (p, A) (el. eqn (2)) 
which transforms the two bifurcation problems into each other. A first step to solve this 
problem uses the reduction mechanism for the determination of a Gr6bner basis: 
DEFINITION 4. Definition 2 defines a strong equivalence if A(2) - ).. 
Let h = g + tp be a perturbed bifurcation problem of #, then we find: 
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T~EOREM (Golubitsky & Schaeffer, 1985). I f  Th=Tg for all re[0,1], then the 
perturbation p(x, 2) can be written as 
Oh 
p(x, 2) = a(x, 2, t)h +b(x, 2, t) ~x (10) 
and the diffeomorphisms p(x, 2) and z,,z can be found by solving the o.d.e. 
d_pp (x, 2, t) = -b(p(x,  2, t), 2, t) 
dt 
p(x, ,t., O) = x, 
(11) 
dzx, 
dt (t) = -a(p(x,  ,t, t), 2, t)zx, x(t) 
~,~(0)  = 1. 
Apart from solving the o.d.e.'s (11) which one could do numerically or via a series 
solution, the problem is to verify the hypotheses and to determine a(x, 2, t) and b(x, 2, t). 
The former is a standard problem solved via Gr6bner bases and by reducing h and Oh/ax 
to its GrSbner basis and then reducing p with respect o this basis we can easily automate 
the process to solve the latter. We illustrate this with a very simple example. This is not 
even strictly a bifurcation problem, but it shows how one can construct a diffeomorphism 
which transforms a higher order term away. Let g = x 3, h = x~+ tx 4. Then the GrSbner 
basis, with respect to the ring of polynomials in x, for the reduced tangent space 
generated by h and Oh/Ox, corresponding to strong equivalence, is given by 
GB \ Ox/=- {GB1, GB2} = {x 3, 3x2+4txa}, 
The vector (h, ay/Ox) and the Gr6bner basis defines a matrix M1 such that 
GB2j = MI" 
\Ox /  




and therefore (cf. eqn (10)) 
a = 4x, b = -x  2. 
Solving the o.d.e. (11) we find 
p(x, ,~, t) = - -  
x 
1 -x t  
and z~,x(t) = (1-xt )  4. 
Any mapping problem more complicated than this simple one awaits the interaction of 
a package for solving o.d.e.s, a reduction to Gr6bner basis and matrix algebra. It seems 
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that  the  general mapp ing  problem which includes the equivalence of two different 
un fo ld ings  of the same singularity can also benefit from a Gr6bner  basis  type of 
a lgor i thm.  
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